
Absolute Horse magazine and Gordon
Johnson Houghton recently joined
forces via Facebook to offer one lucky
reader the chance to have their horse
treated, using the McTimoney-Corley
method. From all of the applications
and profiles received Nikki Adams and
Steph Adamek with their new
purchase ‘Boffin’ were chosen. Based
at a yard in Hasketon, Suffolk, Boffin is
a 15hh Bay TB gelding who had
previously raced about ten times.
Steph and Nikki plan to spend this
season building him up and getting to
know him before embarking on some
British Showjumping classes.

Gordon Johnson Houghton is a quietly
spoken, modest and shy horseman. There
is nothing to give away his illustrious
equestrian and family background. Born in
1965 Gordon is the son of the legendary
racehorse trainer Fulke Johnson Houghton,
who trained champions such as Ribofilio,
Rose Bowl, Ile de Bourbon and Double
Form. Gordon evented and produced a

horse that was long listed for the Young
Riders European Three Day Event Squad
before focusing his attention on racing.
During this time Gordon rode forty two
winners in the UK, Italy and Ireland. He
then worked as an Assistant Trainer with
such iconic names as Jenny Pitman, Jim
Old and Nicky Henderson before training in
his own right. 
In 2006 he decided to focus his vast
knowledge and experience on becoming a
McTimoney-Corley Practitioner. This is a
method of restoring health by the gentle
corrective manipulation of the bones of
the head, spinal column, pelvis and limbs,
thereby ensuring the proper functioning of
the nerves and endocrine systems which
control the natural self-healing capability
of the body.
Nikki and Steph were delighted to learn
that Boffin was to be the lucky recipient,
and it seemed that fate had a hand in
proceedings. When Gordon arrived at the
yard he recognised Boffin to be a much
loved and sweet little horse that had been
owned by his Mother, bred by Bloomsbury
Stud and trained by his sister Eve Johnson
Houghton. What a very small world.
Boffin had fractured his pelvis as a two-
year-old, and subsequently had a couple of
problems. He has also not been in work
long, so Nikki and Steph are working hard
on building up his condition. He held
himself as though uncomfortable, swung
his off-hind out with restricted movement,
and moved with his quarters out to the
right. His off side hip also clicked on
rotation both ways. He was sore in his
sacroiliac, with a minor problem at C6 in
his neck.
Nikki reports, “Boff seemed to enjoy his
treatment, he was very relaxed
throughout. Sometimes he looked at
Gordon as if to say, “What are you doing to
my back/leg/tail? How very strange!” After
Gordon left Boffin seemed very content
and almost relieved. He spent the rest of
the day grazing. We have just started to

ride him as he needed a couple of days to
relax, which was not surprising considering
the amount of work Gordon had to do on
him. We are doing as much hill work as
possible, and are continuing with the pole
work to build up his hind quarters and
make his pelvic area stronger. He was far
more ‘even’ today as he had previously
‘crabbed’. We are excited in the difference

so far and are looking forward to his
follow-up treatment.”
“It is gratifying to know that he enjoyed his
treatment, and gained some instant relief
from years of discomfort. I will be visiting
Boffin again shortly to carry out follow up
treatment, the results of which will be
featured here next month,” added Gordon.

BOFFIN IS HELPED BY MCTIMONEY-CORLEY PRACTITIONER

AFTER: A straighter walk with slightly squarer hips;
right hip will always be lower due to pelvic fracture.

BEFORE: Shows him crabbing slightly as back feet not
following fronts directly.

BEFORE: Notice the hollow in front of his hip often
associated with sacro-iliac pain.

Gordon pulling on his tail to stretch out
the muscles on the opposite side

AFTER: Shows hollow in front of hip disappearing
post-treatment.
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Fully qualified and insured 
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